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Good afternoon everyone. 
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What is  
Automation?

Te chnology-e nable d 
automation of comple x 
bus ine s s  proce s s e s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I wanted to start off by defining what we mean by automation. When we say automation what do we really mean? BPA is a means of automating recurring business processes through the use of software & different app integrations. Meaning, instead of requiring humans to perform menial & simple tasks, you just let the software take care of it. While that’s a bit of a broad definition (making software do a thing), here are some specific examples of how BPA can work…



Examples of business automation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s say you’re working in procurement & are ordering a new machine. For the order to be completed, it has to go through the approval of 5 different managers. Without automation, you’d have to hunt down each management member & ask for signatures. With approval management software or an ERP system, all you have to do is click “start the approval process.”Customer Support – If your company runs a website, you probably have some sort of customer support software set up. While different types of these software's  will differ in functionality, most of them allow you to automate responses to customers. For example, if your software has problems with users logging in through LinkedIn, and that’s 90% of customer tickets. You can just create an automatic response to any message that has “LinkedIn” mentioned, saying that it’s a known issue and will soon be solved. This allows your support team to attend to tickets that are less-known.Employee Onboarding – Whatever your industry is, you’ve probably done employee onboarding before. The process is usually very structured (Fill in Document A, B, Email person C, etc.) – so rather than doing the whole thing from scratch, you can let workflow management software lead the entire process. The same sort of process can be applied to employee recruitment processes



Roles and Responsibilities
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Presentation Notes
Now lets take that concept of automation and see how it can be applied to the world of dangerous goods. If we take the basic roles and responsibilities for each of the key players in the industry we can identify the repetitive manual processes that could eventually be automated. If we look at the shipper, they are responsible to prepare the goods for transport which means they need to pack, label and document the shipment which includes the creation of the shipper’s declaration in the event the shipment will go by air. The freight forwarder is then responsible for receiving or pick up the shipment, decide on the most acceptance form of transport and performing an initial DG acceptance check or in some cases actually creating the shippers declaration. From there the forwarder brings the shipment to the airline who will then perform an acceptance check before accepting the good for carriage and will then go through the processes of loading the shipment and preparing the NOTOC for the flight crew What we see here is that there are a good number of tasks that are very repetitive in nature and currently being performed manually which makes them candidates for automation. We also notice the interoperability between the players. Before the airline can do anything they are reliant on the forwarder and the forwarder having the same reliance on the shipper. This sort of interdependence creates real opportunity if digital transformation and automation begins at the beginning of the supply chain and is passed downstream to the next players in the chain. 



The Dangerous Goods Declaration
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Lets stay on that theme and look at how the shippers declaration makes its way through the supply chain in its current, paper format. One thing we see immediately is that when the shippers declaration is a printed document, the document follows she shipment. This means that:Subsequent recipients of the SDDG will have to rekey in data into their own systems manuallyIt also prevents forwarders and airlines from performing document checks on the SDDG in advance of the shipment arriving and thus preventing then from identifying document errors before the shipment arrives at the docks. Ideally we’d like to see a scenario where the SDDG information is produced digitally once by the shipper and that digital record then be transmitted down the supply chain allowing the remaining players to ingest the data rather than rekeying it in and performing checks early thus identifying potential issues earlier. 



DG Processing Pain Points
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have processes in place going back decades on how to properly prepare and accept dangerous goods. Why do we need to automate dangerous goods processing? Well to start with, the regulatory environment is becoming more and more complicated. I wont spend too much time on this because Mario will go into this in more detail in just a moment but to give you an idea… in 2000 the IATA DGR was around 700 pages and this year our manual will be over 1,200 pages. The size of the book has increased 75%. Now that may not be the most precise way of demonstrating the increase in regulations but it does indicate the direction in which we are going. We also know that for a variety of reasons shipments are sometimes improperly checked and non-compliant shipments find their way onto aircraft. This is by far the greatest concern we have. Over the past few days and even in this presentation we touch on a variety of issues that affect the world of HAZMAT but above all, safety is our number one priority. If we know that current processes leave us susceptible to non-complaint dangerous goods shipments making their way onto planes, its our obligation to find ways to prevent that from happening. And lastly, there’s no doubt that preparing and checking dangerous goods shipments can be time consuming. And for good reason. Performing acceptance checks can take upwards of 30 minutes and can take several hours with very complex shipments. If we can find a way of freeing up resources by identifying ways to more efficiently process DG shipments which also increases safety by reducing the likelihood of incorrect checks, we owe it to ourselves as an industry and to the flying public to implement those sorts of solutions. So this is what we’re trying to address specifically when we look to automation. In an environment that is getting more complex is there a way to leverage technology to perform safety related tasks more accurately and faster?



The industry 
puls e

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adopting new technologies is futile if we don’t address data. If anyone in the room has ever witnessed a difficult ERP implementation I their company or a disastrous ecommerce platform rollout, one thing you probably identified as a key issue was issues with mater data. Master data is the foundation of any good implementation. Incorrect data, incomplete data, and erroneous or corrupted master data will guarantee to severly  limit the benefits of any technological investment.  I thought the results of the DG survey that were shared at the opening of the symposium were quite telling about how our industry feels about master data. . If we look at question 15 for example… next slide. 



The accuracy, completeness, transparency 
and s tandardization of DG data ac ros s  
s upply chain partne rs  is  a huge  gap
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Presentation Notes
We have 45% of the individuals surveyed telling us they don’t believe their partners are storing DG data and if they are they aren’t sharing it with them. Almost half of those surveyed are telling us that they are not receiving any data from their partners. Perhaps even worse is that that the other half of respondents who say they do receive data from their suppliers tell us its incomplete or inaccurate. Frankly I'm not sure which is worse but all to say, if were serious about wanting to improved our processes and serious about effectively adopting technology to achieve that, these sorts of issues need to be addressed. We need to commit to exchanging the right data with our suppliers or customers and ensuring that the data being exchanged is accurate, in the correct format and provided in a timely manner. If not, we lose much of the benefits we’re trying to achieve. 



Companies use multiple types of technology 
and manual proce s s e s  to  move  DG (Q17)
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I was surprised to see the results to this question to be honest. In the survey 55% of respondents of companies use some sort of manual processing. That leads me to the conclusion that that other 45% have no manual processes which I find hard to believe to be honest. Over the years I’ve spoken to airlines all over the world and I cant think of one that has come remotely close to  removing manual processes from the DG acceptance process. For the most part, essentially all airlines are still using a paper acceptance checklist and a printed DGR manual to accept dangerous goods shipments. I think its fair to say that ground handlers and freight forwarders are doing the same. For the most part shipper declarations are arriving in paper format when the freight itself arrives at the cargo facility.Clearly there is room in the supply chain to continue to remove manual processes and work towards automating certain DG related tasks. On this continent, especially here is the United States, there are two airlines that carry the bulk of the DG by air who I believe are well represented here who offer software to assist their shippers in preparing DG shipment documentation digitally. Them, along with applications such as Labelmaster’s DGIS are valuable tools that shippers can adopt to being the automation of dangerous goods shipments at the preparation stage.  



Simply relying on a Company’s existing 
ERP/WMS/TMS te ch may not be  e nough
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Presentation Notes
A continuation of the previous slide. 



Pain Points of Manual Processing
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Pain Points IMPACTS 
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Mario E. Sagastume 
Software & Customer Success
Labelmaster
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Presentation Notes
Today, I was asked to share some of the insights that we’re seeing with DG shipment validation automation.Fortunately, I’ve had the opportunity to see processes all over the ‘automation’ spectrum in various industries.Please note that these are observations in the field and not meant to be critical:I’ve been on calls with companies that rely on a single person to process DG shipments manually, taking ~50 minutes to process one shipment.  The DG shipments stop when that person is unavailable.Other companies have ‘automated’ processes where a system offers a form to be completed online by the packer at the time of shipment and then prints the form.  The shipment is considered ‘ready’ to go.These are real occurrences and, unfortunately, not unusual.Let’s put context around these for a better understanding of how we got there.  More importantly, let’s see how we can improve. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regulations in general keep growing.  This is simply to illustrate a point:  In the US alone, you can see the growth the overall, long-term regulatory environment.    



…but wait, there’s so much more…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is A TON of external regulatory content, requirements and changes to track and interpret.This does not include all the internal processes that you need to document, train, and follow.This includes all the product information that you need to process a shipment correctly and compliantly.  Product info and product classification are key compliance componentsBatteries / Paints / Chemicals / Corrosives / Aerosols and PropellantsFor the applicable regulations that you need to comply, you need to:TrackInterpretDocumentTrainImplementMeasure



Shipping Information is KEY!!!
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Presentation Notes
In addition, your business, internal operations, and transportation Partners require lots of very precise data about your shipments, including:What are you shippingProduct infoItem # / SKUWhat / UN ID / Proper Shipping Name / SDS when applicableWhat’s its valueWhere are you shipping itDomestic / InternationalCustomer’s informationHow are you shipping itAir / Ground / SeaWhich carrierWhat’s the shipping cost and who’s payingWhat documents are requiredDeclarations / Invoices / Bill of Lading / Customs Emergency Services infoAnd this happening at all stages of commerce and the Supply ChainRaw materialsManufacturing Distribution WholesaleRetail



Automation is necessary to survive
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Presentation Notes
With a confluence of dynamic elements including:Regulatory requirements Product growth and evolution Customer expectations for shorter delivery timelines and more delivery optionsBusiness demands to drive down costs through automation while increasing volumesAutomation is necessary to survive and navigate through this maze of regulations and requirementsWe identify where it needs to happenWho needs access and trainingWork with Product Management and Suppliers to determine what is considered DG, fully regulated or exceptedWork with IT to integrate your DG shipment validation software (subliminal DGIS by Labelmaster) with your TMS/WMSWork with IT to make this happen (after a long wait in the priority list)Work with your ERP, TMS, and WMS to make all this happen!And now we’re ready to generate……wait for it…….PAPER DOCUMENTS !!!!!  FORMS!!!!Forms that your carriers/partners are going to use to re-key the data into their respective systems (delays)Processes that reintroduce delays, costs, and potential for error back into the processYou expect that they will read and interpret the shipment data in the same manner (delays)



Effectively Sharing Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve come a long way as individual companies and as a DG community, pushing DG education and innovation.  We’re at a time where we need to push and automate COMMUNICATION among the various constituencies of the supply chain.The opportunity in front of us is about accelerating the rate at which we share accurate and validated DG shipment information with our Customers, with our Partners, and with our Carriers.There are emerging technologies, like DG Autocheck and Blockchain, that are promising.  The BIG question is not whether they work, but HOW can we make it work for us?We need to look to technology to help us drive the efficiencies that our Customers and businesses are demanding.  Bill and Nick will talk about some immediate applications 
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15 August, 2019



Why Is Automation Necessary?

CHECKLIST APATHY!
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• We get this shipment every day, I know it is good
• I’ve done this for years, I know the regs, its okay.
• It looks good, just like it did last week.
• I’m really busy today, it looks okay



How will this help?
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 The program will help facilitate frontline 
employees to interact with a “smart” 
checklist. 
 It will highlight areas of concern and 

walk the employee through resolution 
or refusal
 It will maintain a refusal file



Vision of the Future – short and mid terms
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Reduction of avoidable acceptance 
errors.
 Tracking and trending of refusals

–Shift Shopping, repeat offenders, etc.
Mobile Applications – Tablets
 Easier interface with our customers 

and partners
–NH/LH and Service Providers
–Interlines (Asia Pacific Airlines)



Remote Acceptance – Unique to United
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Central DG Hotline for remote 
Acceptance
 FAA Approved for over 30 years
 Integration into the operation
 Fits into our technology improvement 

vision.  
More efficient, dependable and safe



Vision of the Future – Long Term
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Warehouse Management System
–Uses DGIS application to ship DG
 E-DGD Acceptance Ready
Data collection and analytics 

capabilities?



Road Blocks
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IATA Solution
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Safety

Pain Points and Solutions
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DG AutoChe ck

A digital s olution that e nable s  airline s , ground handle rs  
and fre ight forwarde rs  to  automatically check the 
compliance of the  Shippe r’s  De c laration for Dange rous  
Goods  (DGD) agains t all re le vant provis ions  of the  IATA 
Dange rous  Goods  Re gulations . 
It fac ilitate s  as  we ll the  ve rification of the  package s ' 
marks  and labe ls  on dange rous  goods  cons ignme nts .
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Electronic Shipper’s Declaration ( e DGD)
 The  air cargo indus try re cognize d the  ne e d for a  

digital proce s s  to  manage  Dange rous  Goods  
De c laration (DGD) among various  s take holde rs  in the  
air cargo s upply chain

 Change s  incorporate d in 2009 in the  ICAO Te chnical 
Ins truc tions  e nable  and s upport the  us e  of e le c tronic  
data for DGD

 IATA de ve lope d a XML s tandard (XSDG) to  s upport 
the  e le c tronic  DGD (e -DGD)
 not currently us ed by the  indus try

 Part of the  digitalization proje c ts  drive n by the  whole  
air cargo community
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Roles and Responsibilities
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The Dangerous Goods Declaration
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DG AutoCheck Demo
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https://dgautocheck.iata.org/


Thank you
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